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Holes: Chapters 41 - 50
Complete.

Review
1. What was Stanley's concern while trying to dig out the metal suitcase he had found?

2. Why was Zero allowed to leave with Stanley?

3. What did the foot odor product smell like?

4. What did the lizard that jumped off of Stanley's neck eat?

5. What turned out to be in the suitcase?

6. What was Zero afraid he would become if people found out he had no family?

7. When Stanley fell and slid down the mountainside, why didn't the jars of water break?

8. How much money did Stanley and Zero each receive after legal fees and taxes?

9. Which way should the boys have turned after leaving the Mary Lou?

10. Who was in the commercial for Mr. Yelnat's foot odor product?

11. What did Ms. Morengo tell Stanley that his father had invented?

12. What was Stanley finally happy about?
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13. What did Stanley realize he was standing on in the hole?

14. What did Zero bring back to Stanley while he was digging?

15. Who showed up at Camp Green Lake demanding Stanley be unharmed?

16. What was written on the suitcase that Zero was holding?

17. Where did Zero wait a month for his mother to return?

18. Who was standing at the top of the hole after the boys uncovered the suitcase?

19. What did Mr. Sir tell Stanley while he was in the hole with lizards on him?

20. Why did Stanley ask Zero if he wanted to dig one more hole?
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Holes: Chapters 41 - 50
Imagine you were Stanley or Zero and were covered in yellow-spotted lizards. Write a paragraph
describing everything that would be going through your head while you sat and waited for them to
leave.



Answer Key
1. that the side of the hole would collapse
2. his records could not be found
3. peaches
4. a tarantula
5. jewels, stock certificates, deeds of trust, and promissory notes
6. a ward of the state
7. the onions protected them
8. a little less than a million dollars each
9. right
10. Clyde Livingston
11. a product that eliminates foot odor
12. he liked himself now
13. a lizard nest
14. cereal
15. the Texas Attorney General and Ms. Morengo, his lawyer
16. Stanley Yelnats
17. the playscape in Laney Park
18. the Warden, Mr. Pendanski, and Mr. Sir
19. His lawyer stopped by yesterday and it turns out that Stanley was innocent.
20. Stanley had a plan to find Kate Barlow's loot.


